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Abstract. The intrinsic and pervasive uncertainty of the real world causes unforeseen disturbances during the execution of plans. The continuous adaptation of existing schedules is necessary in response to the corresponding disruptions. Affected
Operations Rescheduling (AOR) and Matchup Scheduling (MUP) have proven to
be efficient techniques for this purpose, as they take only a subset of future activities into account. However, these approaches have mainly been investigated for the
job shop scheduling problem, which is too restrictive for many practical scheduling problems outside the shop floor. Thus, this paper analyzes and describes how
the respective concepts can be extended for the more generic problem class of the
Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP). The conducted evaluation reveals that particularly our generalized version of AOR (G AOR) can yield
significant performance improvements in comparison to the strategy of rescheduling all future activities.
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1. Introduction
Most work on project scheduling is based on the assumption of complete information
and a static and fully deterministic environment [17]. However, a schedule is typically
subject to the intrinsic and pervasive uncertainty of the real world, as soon as it is released
for execution: Disruptions occur and elaborated plans become obsolete. The continuous
adaptation and reparation of schedules is thus essential for efficient operation.
Rescheduling (or reactive scheduling) is the process of updating an existing schedule in response to disruptions or other changes [16]. Basically, the options of (1) simply
shifting all subsequent activities, (2) rescheduling only a subset of affected operations or
(3) generating an entirely new schedule for all of the remaining activities can be distinguished. The first method is computationally inexpensive but can lead to poor results [9]
whereas the last one maximizes schedule quality, typically requiring high computational
effort and imposing a huge number of schedule modifications [17]. The option of partial rescheduling represents sort of a tradeoff: It aims at the identification of a schedule
which provides the optimal combination of schedule efficiency and schedule stability at
reasonable computational costs.
1 Corresponding Author: Jürgen Kuster, Universitätsstraße 65-67, 6020 Klagenfurt, Austria. E-mail:
jkuster@ifit.uni-klu.ac.at.
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The idea of considering only the operations directly or indirectly affected by a disruption has first been articulated by Li et al. [14]: All activities succeeding a delayed
operation within the regarded job or on the processing machine are recursively added to
a binary tree if not sufficient slack time is available to compensate the disruption. The
time effects associated with the nodes describe imposed schedule modifications. Abumaizar and Svestka [1] illustrate the superior performance of this approach – also known
as Affected Operations Rescheduling (AOR) – if compared to the right-shift rescheduling and full rescheduling methods; Huang et al. [10] recently introduced a distributed
version of AOR. The matchup scheduling procedure (MUP) as proposed by Bean et al.
[3] represents another form of partial rescheduling: Instead of identifying the set of actually affected operations, Bean et al. propose to reschedule all activities executed before
a heuristically determined matchup point. If rescheduling is possible with respect to the
given constraints, all operations after the matchup point can be executed according to the
original schedule - otherwise, the matchup point is postponed or jobs are reassigned to
different machines. Akturk and Gorgulu [2] apply this procedure to flow shop scheduling
problems where machine breakdowns occur.
Partial rescheduling has mainly been studied for problems with unary and nonexchangeable resources: Particularly the production-specific job-shop scheduling problem has been investigated. More generic problem classes and other practical domains
have almost completely been disregarded so far, even though the goal of returning to
an already existing schedule as early as possible may be of equal importance. Consider
for example the management of supply chains, traffic flows or airport operations: The
respective domains are characterized by frequent disruptions, the requirement of fast intervention and high numbers of dependencies, which implies that single actors can not
easily alter large portions of the collective schedule. Since triggering modifications is
usually associated with penalties or costs, involved participants try to identify quick,
minimal and local forms of problem resolution in the process of disruption management.
This paper discusses the complexity of partial rescheduling in scenarios, in which
discrete resource capacities and arbitrarily linked activities are important. It introduces
and evaluates generalized approaches to Affected Operations Rescheduling and Matchup
Scheduling for the generic Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP)
and compares them to the strategy of rescheduling all future activities. The remainder
of this document is structured as follows: In Section 2 the conceptual framework of
the RCPSP is presented before the proposed extensions of the considered rescheduling
techniques are described in detail. In Section 3 the results of a thorough analysis and
comparison are discussed. Section 4 provides an outlook on future work and summarizes
the contributions of this paper.

2. Rescheduling Approaches for the RCPSP
The Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling Problem [4,5] represents a generalization
of various forms of production scheduling problems such as the job-shop, the flow-shop
and the open-shop problem. It is all about scheduling the activities of a project according to some optimization criterion (the minimization of the project duration, for example), such that all precedence constraints are respected and resource requirements never
exceed respective availabilities.
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A project in the RCPSP is usually defined by a set of activities A = {0, 1, ..., a, a +
1}, where 0 and a + 1 denote abstract start and end activities with a duration of 0 and
no resource requirements associated. Execution is based on a set of resource types R =
{1, ...r}: Of each type k ∈ R, a constant amount of ck units is available. The following
constructs can be used for the description of time and resource dependencies.
• Duration Value. For each activity i, a duration di describes how long its execution
lasts. Note that the RCPSP typically consists of non-preemptive operations.
• Precedence Constraints. The order of activities can be defined by precedence constraints: The existence of pi,j in the respective set P states that activity i has to be
finished at or before the start of activity j.
• Resource Requirements. The relationships between resource types and activities
are defined in the set of resource requirements Q: Activity i requires qi,k ∈ Q
units of type k ∈ R throughout its execution.
The goal of the scheduling process is the identification of a vector
of scheduled startP
ing times (β1 , ..., βa ), for which βi + di ≤ βj , ∀pi,j ∈ P and i∈At qi,k ≤ ck for any
resource type k ∈ R at any time t, where At corresponds to all activities concurrently
executed at t. For the subsequent discussion of rescheduling approaches the following
additional concepts are required: ρi is the planned starting time of activity i, forming the
lower bound for βi . δi is the due date associated with an i ∈ A, defining when an activity
shall be considered late. U = {1, ..., u} groups all periods of non-shiftable resource
unavailability, which are used to describe fixed resource reservations, for example. Each
l ∈ U is defined by an amount ql,k required on a resource type k, a starting time βl and
a duration dl . Uk denotes the subset of unavailabilities of a single resource type k ∈ R.
The vast majority of research in the domain of the RCPSP has focused on the development of efficient algorithms for the generation of baseline schedules (i.e. schedules
which do not consider another previously generated plan). Although rescheduling has
been investigated for the specific problems of machine scheduling, the characteristics of
the more general RCPSP formulation have almost completely been disregarded so far: It
is particularly the potential existence of resources with capacities greater than one that
makes existing techniques like AOR or MUP inapplicable for project scheduling.
Since these approaches of partial rescheduling have proven to be highly efficient in
the domain of machine scheduling [1,2], their extension for the RCPSP is proposed in
this section: After the summary of the regarded problem and a brief description of full
rescheduling, generalized versions of AOR and MUP are presented in detail.
2.1. Regarded Rescheduling Problem
Prior to the discussion of potential rescheduling strategies, let us describe the regarded
problem more precisely: In the following, we consider a schedule during the execution
of which a disruption occurs. Such a disruption might be of one of the following types,
according to the classification scheme proposed by Zhu et al. [19] (cf. [15]): Additional
activity, additional precedence constraint, duration modification, requirements modification, resource capacity reduction or milestone modification. Each type has a specific
set of parameters associated, the only value all of them have in common is the time of
disruption detection td . The objective of rescheduling is to identify a schedule which
(1) considers the modified circumstances, (2) is as close as possible to the original one
and (3) is optimal according to some predefined criterion.
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2.2. Full Rescheduling
Full rescheduling is concerned with the generation of a new schedule for all activities
with future starting points. For this purpose, a sub-problem of the original scheduling
problem is generated according to the following rules:
• Past Activities. All activities which are already finished when the disruption occurs (βi + di ≤ td , i ∈ A) are ignored. Note that also the precedence relations
which make these activities predecessors of future elements can be omitted.
• Running Activities. Since the activities running at the time the disruption is detected (βi ≤ td < βi + di , i ∈ A) must not be interrupted, it has to be made
sure that they are positioned at their past and actual starting time within the new
schedule. For this purpose, it is necessary to set the planned to the actual starting
time and to replace all associated resource requirements (qi,k ∈ Q, ∀k ∈ R) by
corresponding resource unavailabilities: The former imposes a lower bound on
the newly assigned schedule time, the latter expresses the fact that resources are
actually blocked and can not be reallocated anymore. Since the modified version
of the activity requires no resources and is not precedence dependent on any past
operation, it will definitively be scheduled at its real starting time.
• Future Activities. All activities starting after the detection of the disruption
(td < βi , i ∈ A) can be considered in their original version.
• Resources. All resources required by running or future activities have to be regarded in the rescheduling sub-problem. As regards associated unavailabilities,
merely future periods have to be considered.
The respective scheduling problem can be solved by applying the same method as
used for the generation of the baseline schedule. It is important to note that full rescheduling does not necessarily mean that scheduling is performed from scratch: Instead, the
original (and disrupted) schedule can be regarded as a starting point for incremental
optimization based on appropriate heuristics (such as genetic algorithms, for example).
This approach implicitly makes sure that closely related solutions are evaluated prior to
completely different ones.
2.3. Affected Operations Rescheduling
The concept of Affected Operations Rescheduling is motivated by the idea of preserving as much as possible of the original schedule and maintaining a maximum level of
stability [16]. AOR is therefore concerned with the identification of the set of minimal
changes, which are necessary to adapt the existing schedule to a new situation.
It has already been mentioned that in problems where resource capacities are restricted to one and where each activity has at most one successor associated, a binary
tree can be applied for this purpose [1,14]. However, this approach is not feasible for the
more generic RCPSP: On the one hand an activity might have more than one successor,
and on the other hand the set of actually affected resource successors can not be identified unambiguously anymore. This is mainly due to the fact that several activities can be
executed on one single resource simultaneously. Consider the simple example where an
activity a requires 2 units of of a resource r with cr = 3 and is immediately succeeded
by the activities b, c and d in the original schedule. If no precedence constraints link the
single activities and if each successor of a requires exactly one unit of r (i.e. qi,r = 1,
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Algorithm 1 G AOR
Input Schedule S with A and U; modifications D; time of last regarded conflict tx
Return A set of minimally modified schedules S
1: S 0 ← A PPLY M ODIFICATIONS (S, D)
2: S 0 ← M AKE P RECEDENCE F EASIBLE (S 0 )
P
0
0
3: tc ← min(t|
i∈A0t qi,k > ck , k ∈ R, t ∈ {βi , i ∈ A ∪ U })
4: if tc is undefined then
5:
S ← {S 0 }
6: else
7:
if tc 6= tx then P
Ac ← A0tc \ SAmod else Ac ← A0tc
8:
for all k ∈ R | i∈At qi,k − ck > 0 do
c
Rc ← Rc ∪ k
9:
P
10:
B ← B ⊗ G ET M INIMAL S UBSETS (Ac , k, i∈At qi,k − ck )
c
P
P
B ← {Ai ∈ B | @Aj ⊂ Ai : l∈Aj ql,k ≥ m∈At qm,k − ck , ∀k ∈ Rc }
11:
c
12:
for all A ∈ B do
13:
for all i ∈ A do
14:
tt ← min(t | t > tc , t ∈ {βj + dj | qj,k > 0, k ∈ Rc , j ∈ U 0 ∪ A0 \ i})
15:
D0 ← D0 ∪ G ETACTIVITY S HIFT (i, tt − βi )
16:
S ← S ∪ G AOR (S 0 , D0 , tc )
17: end if
i ∈ {b, c, d}), a delay of a causes the shift of exactly 2 of its successors: either {b, c},
{b, d} or {c, d} might be affected by the disruption and each of them represents the basis
for a set of minimal schedule modifications.
For the identification of the corresponding set of minimally modified schedules in
the context of the RCPSP we propose G AOR as a generalized version of AOR [14]. Even
though it is motivated by the same underlying idea, the respective technique is significantly more complex than the existing approaches for the job-shop scheduling problem.
Algorithm 1 describes G AOR formally: Given the original schedule S and the modifications D implied by a disruption, first a potential new schedule S 0 is generated by incorporating all D into S. The precedence conflicts potentially associated with the application of the schedule modifications are then resolved by shifting all of the respective
activities to the end of their last predecessor. It is then checked, if any resource conflicts
remain in the new schedule S 0 : The time of the first conflict tc corresponds to the minimal t among the starting times of all activities and resource unavailabilities within S 0 for
which requirements exceed availabilities on a resource type k ∈ R. Note that the consideration of starting times is sufficient since activities and unavailabilities always block
a constant amount of resource entities. If no conflict was found, S 0 represents a feasible
modification of S and is returned. Otherwise, the recursive reparation process is started:
• First (line 7) a set of activities to consider Ac is generated: It usually consists of all
activities running at the time of the conflict less the elements that have been modified earlier. Only if tc equals the previously regarded tx (i.e. the conflict could
not be resolved in the previous step), also these already altered activities shall be
considered: This distinction is necessary to make sure that neither one single activity is shifted to the end of the schedule, nor fixed resource unavailabilities can
block the reparation process.
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Figure 1. Exemplary application of G AOR: Original Schedule and Search Tree

• The next step (line 8 to 11) is the identification of the minimal sets of activities,
the shift of which is sufficient to resolve all resource conflicts at tc . First, all
involved resources are stored in Rc . For each of them, all subsets of Ac which
can cover the excessive requirements and which are minimal (i.e. there exists no
subset which is able to set enough units free by itself) are merged into B – a set
of activity sets: The specific ⊗-operator, which joins each set Ai ∈ Bu with each
set Aj ∈ Bv , is used to make sure that at any time the sets in B do consider all
of the resource types regarded so far. Since non-minimal activity sets might result
from this merge, they are removed from B in the final step.
• In the last iteration (line 12 to 16) all candidate activity sets are evaluated: For each
A ∈ B a set of associated modifications D0 is generated. For this purpose, first
the time to shift an activity i ∈ A to is identified: tt is the first point in time after
tc , at which some units of any of the resources causing the conflict are set free (by
ending unavailabilities or by other activities). The according modification, which
describes the requirement of shifting i by tt − βi time units, is added to the set D0 .
Finally, these modifications are evaluated by calling G AOR for the intermediary
schedule S 0 , the set of modifications D0 and tc as the last regarded conflict.
An example for the application of G AOR is depicted in Figure 1: On the left-hand
side, the resource requirements associated with an original schedule are illustrated: r1
and r2 are required by the activities a to l, which are not linked by any precedence
constraints. The dashed area visualizes a pending extension of activity a’s duration by 3
time units. Given this disruption, G AOR first tries to resolve the resource conflict at 4 by
shifting d and either c or b. In the former case, no further conflicts exist and a minimal set
of modifications has been identified. In the latter case, however, resource requirements
exceed the availabilities of r1 at 12 and either f or e has to be shifted. This procedure
is continued until feasible schedules have been identified on each branch of the thereby
spanned search tree, which is illustrated on the right-hand side: Note that plus stands for
the extension of durations and the arrow symbolizes the temporal shift of an activity.
G AOR ends recursion only when the modified schedules are sound: It does never
return invalid or infeasible solutions. As regards its completeness, the following theorem holds for problems based on monotonously increasing cost functions (i.e. additional
tardiness/earliness or additional modifications always cause additional costs):
Theorem 1. The solution which is optimal according to some specified cost function is
always contained in the set of schedules generated by G AOR, if no activity must start
earlier than defined in the originally optimal preschedule (ρi = βi , ∀i ∈ A).
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Figure 2.

G AOR
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Suboptimality: Original Situation, G AOR Schedule and Actual Optimum

Proof (Sketch). Since the baseline schedule is assumed to be optimal, any temporal shift
of activities is associated with costs. Given a monotonously increasing cost function, the
respective value increases with the deviation from the original plan. For this reason, all
adaptations have to be minimal in the optimal solution. The constraint that no activity
must start earlier than defined in the original schedule makes sure that only the postponement of activities represents a feasible reaction to a disruption.
In case of a shortening of process execution times, the existing schedule has therefore not be modified at all. In case of an extension of process execution times, however, a minimal set of activities has to be shifted to the right-hand side by a minimal
amount of time: The content of this set of postponed elements depends on the activityrelated earliness/tardiness costs. The proposed generalized version of Affected Operations Rescheduling evaluates all existing possibilities for shifting activities to the righthand side: All subsets of all activities potentially causing a conflict are analyzed. By
considering available slack and idle times, it makes sure that only minimal modifications are made to the existing schedule. The algorithm therefore definitively identifies
the previously characterized optimal solution.
The precondition ρi = βi , ∀i ∈ A implies that only shifts to the right-hand side are
considered, which is often a practical and natural approach to efficient rescheduling: In
many real world domains the number of processes and dependencies is so high, that the
operative managers are not able to consider more complex shifts and reallocations within
the short time available for intervention. Take, for example, the management of airport
ground processes, which is characterized by short execution times, the involvement of
many actors with tight individual schedules as well as the availability of only little time
to react to disruptions [13,18]. However, it has to be stated that in such complex scenarios
(where already modified schedules have to be rescheduled) the actual optimum might lie
outside the set of solutions considered by G AOR. Take the exemplary situation depicted
in Figure 2(1), where the upper plane visualizes precedence relations between the activities a, b and c as dashed lines and the two lower planes illustrate the resource usage of
types r1 and r2 : The dashed area shows a pending extension of a’s duration. We assume
that both b and c may start at the end of activity a at the earliest (ρb = ρc = βa + da ) and
that the aim of optimization is a minimal makespan. If G AOR is applied in this situation,
schedule (2) is generated, which is obviously worse than the optimal schedule (3).
To overcome this limitation, we suggest to adapt the strategy of human process managers, who first try to find efficient solutions by shifting activities to the right-hand side
before they spend the additionally available time in considering more extensive modifications. G AOR shall therefore particularly be considered in combination with a second
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step of full rescheduling, based on incremental heuristic optimization. Since the evaluation of all potentially relevant combinations of schedule modifications soon becomes
intractable for realistic problem sizes and short response times, we propose and analyze
a hybrid rescheduling strategy, in which only a certain amount of time is spent in the
constructive search for an initial set of (good) solutions, based on the generalized version
of AOR. The respective schedules represent the starting point for the subsequent step of
further optimization, which is based on some form of heuristics: Considering also the remaining solutions, the employed algorithm has to make sure that the theoretical optimum
is identified at least within an infinite time horizon.
2.4. Matchup Scheduling
Matchup Scheduling as proposed by Bean et al. is motivated by the idea of identifying
a schedule that seeks to match up with an existing preschedule as early as possible[3].
If compared to AOR, the main difference lies in the fact that the point in time until
which the disruption shall be compensated – the so-called matchup point – is determined
heuristically. Scheduling is performed in a stepwise approach, where in each iteration the
regarded time frame is extended until finally the entire future is considered.
For the application of MUP to the Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling Problem, we introduce a generalized version named G MUP. A matchup point tm is identified
by some form of heuristics, the proper choice of which depends mainly on the structure
of activities and dependencies in the relevant problems. The further proceeding is similar to the method applied in full rescheduling (see Section 2.2): A sub-problem of the
original scheduling problem is generated, starting at td and ending at tm . Its creation is
based on the rules discussed above, only modified in the following one:
• Future Activities. All activities starting after the detection of the disruption and
ending before the matchup point (td < βi , βi +di ≤ tm , i ∈ A) can be considered
in their original version. Future activities ending after the matchup point (td ≤ βi ,
tm < βi + di , i ∈ A) are handled similarly to the ones running at td : They are
planned at their scheduled time, associated resource requirements are eliminated
and replaced by unavailabilities: It shall thereby be guaranteed that their starting
time is not modified. Moreover, their duration is shortened to tm − βi : This way it
is made sure that none of them ends after the matchup point, which makes it possible to distinguish between valid and invalid solutions (see below). All remaining future activities starting only after the matchup point (tm < βi , i ∈ A) are
omitted along with associated precedence constraints and resource requirements.
The sub-schedules resulting from the resolution of this problem are valid if no contained activity ends after the matchup point. In that case, updating the starting times defined in the baseline schedule according to the G MUP timetable provides a feasible way
to handle the given irregularity. As regards the quality of the respective solution, however, it is only made sure that disruptions are compensated as early as possible. Even
though rescheduling problems can be resolved quickly based on Matchup Scheduling,
it has thus to be considered that the first identified schedules might be of bad quality in
terms of more complex objective functions. For this reason, we propose to continue the
extension of the regarded search space (until finally all future activities are considered)
instead of terminating after the identification of the first feasible solution: Only this way
the theoretical optimum can be found.
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3. Performance Evaluation
This section describes the results of the analysis and comparison of the discussed approaches: After some remarks on the general characteristics of the regarded problem
classes and the experimental setup, the generation of testsets, the considered performance
indicators and the results of the performed measurements are discussed.
3.1. Characteristics and Setup of the Evaluation
The rescheduling problems used for the evaluation of the proposed approaches are
multiple-project tardiness problems [6]: They consist of a baseline schedule and a single
disruption of type activity duration extension. Note, however, that any of the irregularities summarized in Section 2.1 could be handled by use of the above methods. The availability of only a limited amount of time for rescheduling is assumed: We are particularly
interested in the potential application of the discussed approaches to (near) real-time
decision support systems for operative process disruption management (cf. Section 4).
For the evaluation of the proposed strategies, a generic rescheduling engine has been
implemented in Java, in which schedule optimization is based on the genetic algorithm
proposed by Hartmann [7]. As regards the implementation of G AOR and G MUP, the
following annotations can be made:
• According to the above argumentation, G AOR has been implemented and evaluated as a preprocessing technique of full rescheduling: In a heuristic approach,
portions of the available time were assigned to the two steps the way that both of
them can make significant contribution to the identification of an optimal solution.
For the regarded problem sizes, a ratio of one to three turned out to (1) permit
the identification of an appropriate number of minimally modified schedules by
G AOR and to (2) leave sufficient time for further optimization.
• The methods and parameters applied for the identification of matchup points in
G MUP were also determined heuristically, targeting at the maximum effectiveness for the given problem structures (see Section 3.2). In a three-step approach,
matchup is first tried at the time where twice the additional resource requirements
are covered. The second matchup point is the point at which enough idle time has
passed to cover four times the requirements imposed by the disruption. Finally, a
third step performs full rescheduling. To make sure that each of these steps can
contribute appropriately, one half of the overall available time was reserved for
the last step and the other half was split among the two former steps in proportion
to the number of activities contained in the respective sub-problems.
3.2. Testset Generation and Problem Classes
Due to the currently existing lack of publicly available instances of reactive scheduling
problems [15], a corresponding testset generator has been implemented: Relevant parameters include normalized versions of network complexity, resource factor and resource
strength as proposed by Kolisch et al. [11] as well as specific extensions for the description of inter-process relations and exogenous events. Since the structure of the baseline
schedule has significant impact on the results of rescheduling [1,9] it can also be parameterized. Accordingly, the following configurations have been used to generate eight
different classes of problems:
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• Low/High Process Complexity. Process complexity defines the density of the activity network in terms of precedence relations. Low complexity means that few
precedence relations exist, high complexity that the activities are strongly linked.
• Low/High Resource Complexity. The resource complexity parameter combines
the aspects of resource requirements and resource availability: Low complexity
means that many entities are available to cover few requirements, high complexity
means that only small amounts are available to cover high requirements.
• Tight/Wide Baseline Schedule. The tightness of the baseline schedule depends
on two elements: The amount of incorporated slack time and the distribution of
planned activity starting times. In a tight schedule, activities start immediately at
the earliest possible time and many processes are executed synchronously. In a
wide schedule, some amount of time is available between the end of a predecessor
and the start of its successor and only few processes are executed in parallel.
For each thereby defined class, 100 cases were generated by random, forming a total
of 800 problem instances. Each case consists of 10 processes (i.e. projects) containing
10 activities, which are executed on up to 3 different kinds of resources1 .
3.3. Used Performance Indicators and Objective Function
As regards performance indicators for rescheduling approaches, particularly effectiveness and schedule stability can be distinguished [10]. The former describes the quality of
the applied modifications and can be measured by evaluating the new schedule in terms
of costs: Effectiveness corresponds to the relation between the respective value and the
theoretically possible optimum. The latter describes the nervousness of the schedule and
can be measured by comparing the modified schedule with the original one: Schedule
stability corresponds to the portion of activities with unmodified starting times.
For the performed evaluation, we have combined both P
performance indicators into
one single cost function: The sum of all activities’ tardiness i∈A max(0, βi + di − δi )
is used as the measure of effectiveness. It is related to schedule stability the way that
each schedule modification causes three times the costs of one time unit of tardiness.
3.4. Results
For each problem instance, rescheduling was performed 10 times with each of the discussed strategies. The execution time was limited to only 3 seconds, which can be considered a pretty hard setting. Since it is not easily possible to determine the definite optimum for problems of the regarded size (cf. [12]), the respective results were compared
to the best value identified within all of the performed runs instead. The figures listed
in Table 1 summarize how much of the thereby defined optimization potential could be
tapped by the regarded strategies2 : If, for example, the disrupted schedule causes costs
of 10 before full rescheduling, G AOR and G MUP bring this value down to 5, 2 or 3,
10−2
respectively, the table would show 10−5
10−2 = 62.5% for the first, 10−2 = 100.0% for the
10−3
second and 10−2 = 87.5% for the third approach. The fact that the listed values range
from about 75 to 90% illustrates some sort of stability: Since only few outliers exist, it is
quite likely that in many of the regarded cases the global optimum could be identified.
1 The XML description of the instances can be downloaded from http://rcpsp.serverside.at/rescheduling.html
2 On

http://rcpsp.serverside.at/rescheduling.html also the detailed results of this evaluation are provided.
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Table 1. Cumulated Performance Values for Full Rescheduling, G AOR and G MUP
Process Complexity
low
high
Full
G AOR
G MUP

82.16%
86.04%
84.82%

77.32%
85.04%
78.06%

Resource Complexity
low
high
82.00%
90.76%
84.04%

77.48%
80.32%
78.85%

Baseline Schedule
tight
wide
83.55%
86.61%
84.32%

75.93%
84.47%
78.57%

Overall
79.74%
85.54%
81.44%

Overall, the solutions identified by the proposed techniques of partial rescheduling
are consistently and significantly better than the ones determined by full rescheduling.
The best results are achieved by G AOR, which performs particularly well on wide baseline schedules. For the positive effects associated with the different levels of process
and resource complexity, mainly two aspects are crucial: On the one hand, higher complexities cause a wider distribution of activities and work the same way as low schedule
tightness does. On the other hand, low complexities ensure that more solutions can be
analyzed within the available time and that it therefore is likely to identify the optimum
already during preprocessing (i.e. the constructive search). Since process complexity has
a rather direct influence on the wideness of the baseline schedule, and since particularly
resource complexity extends the number of possibilities to consider by G AOR, best performance improvements can be achieved in scenarios with high process and low resource
complexity. As regards G MUP, it can be observed that all of the respective performance
values are about 1 to 2 % above full rescheduling: Again, significantly better results can
be obtained for wide baseline schedules (with large amounts of slack times or high numbers of precedence constraints). A low level of resource complexity has smaller impact
since G MUP is less dependent on the respectively defined combinatorial possibilities.

4. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper described how two well-established techniques for partial rescheduling in
the domain of machine scheduling can be adapted to and extended for the more generic
problem classes of project scheduling. As generalized versions of Affected Operations Rescheduling and Matchup Scheduling, G AOR and G MUP were proposed as approaches to efficient rescheduling in the context of the RCPSP. Their analysis and comparison to the strategy of rescheduling all future activities revealed that they can yield
significant performance improvements. Particularly the use of G AOR in domains with
sparse and wide baseline schedules can be suggested.
It has therefore been illustrated how it is possible to perform efficient rescheduling
in case of schedule disruptions: Adaptation and reparation focused on the mere temporal
shift of activities. For efficient disruption management in real-world applications, however, also potential structural modifications have to be considered when it is possible to
extend and shorten durations deliberately, to exchange or modify the planned order of
operations or to parallelize or serialize activity execution. The only form in which at least
some of the respective flexibility can be modeled in the domain of project scheduling
is provided by the Multi-Mode RCPSP (MRCPSP, see [8]) which allows the alternation
of activity execution modes. We have therefore proposed the x-RCPSP as a conceptual
extension of the RCPSP, targeting at the support of more comprehensive forms of disruption management [13]. Future work will be directed at the adaptation of the techniques
proposed in this paper for such an extended framework.
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